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Abstract. Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) accounts for a large portion of
Internet application-layer traffic. Since the payload of HTTP traffic can record
website status and user request information, many studies use HTTP protocol
traffic for web application attack detection. In this work, we propose DeepHTTP,
an HTTP traffic detection framework based on deep learning. Unlike previous
studies, this framework not only performs malicious traffic detection but also
uses the deep learning model to mine malicious fields of the traffic payload. The
detection model is called AT-Bi-LSTM, which is based on Bidirectional Long
Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) with attention mechanism. The attention mech-
anism can improve the discriminative ability and make the result interpretable.
To enhance the generalization ability of the model, this paper proposes a novel
feature extraction method. Experiments show that DeepHTTP has an excellent
performance in malicious traffic discrimination and pattern mining.

Keywords: Bi-LSTM · Attention mechanism · Anomalous HTTP traffic
detection · Malicious pattern mining

1 Introduction

According to the 2018 Internet Security Report released by China National Computer
Network Emergency Response Technical Team/Coordination Center (CNCERT/CC)
[1], website attacks and exploits occur frequently. How to improve the ability of web
attack detection is one of the urgent problems in the field of network security.

Among various network protocols, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) occupies a
considerable proportion of the application layer traffic of the Internet. SinceHTTP traffic
can record website access states and request content, it provides an excellent source of
information for web application attack detection [2–4].We focus onHTTP trafficmainly
for three reasons. 1) Although protocol HTTPS is used by 57.4% of all the websites [5],
HTTP traffic still accounts for a large proportion of network traffic. Research [6] shows
that for smaller B2Bwebsites, the uptake of HTTPS is low. Because they lack awareness
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of the streaming importance of SSL. Also, the perceived complexity of switching to
HTTPS is high. 2) A large majority of malware uses HTTP to communicate with their
C&C server or to steal data. Many web application attacks use HTTP, such as Cross-site
scripting attack (XSS), SQL injection, and so on. 3) The HTTP protocol is transmitted
in clear text, which makes it easier to analyze network behaviors.

In this paper, we design DeepHTTP, a complete framework for detecting malicious
HTTP traffic based on deep learning. The main contributions are as follows.

Firstly, unlike researches that only detect malicious URLs (Uniform Resource Loca-
tors) [7, 8], we extract both URL and POST body (if the HTTP method is POST) to
detect web application attacks. This is of great help to portray network behavior more
comprehensively.

Secondly, we perform an in-depth analysis of the types and encoding forms of HTTP
traffic requests, then propose an effectivemethod to extract content and structure features
from HTTP payload (in this paper, “payload” refers to URL and POST body). Content
and structure features are used for classification.

Thirdly, the detection model AT-Bi-LSTM is Bidirectional Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (Bi-LSTM) [9] with attention mechanism [10]. Since each HTTP request follows
the protocol specification and grammar standards, we treat elements in traffic payload
as vocabulary in natural language processing and use Bi-LSTM to learn the contextual
relationship. The attention mechanism can automatically dig out critical parts, which
can enhance the detection capabilities of the model. Due to the introduction of attention
mechanism, the model is more interpretable than other deep learning models.

Finally, we design a module for malicious pattern mining. The “malicious pattern”
is essentially a collection of strings representing web attacks. Specifically, we cluster
malicious traffic entries and perform pattern mining for each cluster. Then we can gen-
erate new rules based on the mined malicious patterns. New rules will be configured into
detection systems to capture specific types of web attacks.

In a word, DeepHTTP is a complete framework that can automatically distinguish
malicious traffic and perform pattern mining. We set up a process that can verify and
update data efficiently. The model is updated periodically so that it can adapt to new
malicious traffic that appears over time.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a summary of the rele-
vant research. Section 3 briefly introduces the system framework and data preprocessing
methods. The proposed model is introduced in detail in Sect. 4, including the malicious
traffic detectionmodel and pattern miningmethod.We launched a comprehensive exper-
iment to demonstrate the effectiveness of the model. The experimental results are shown
in Sect. 5. Section 6 gives the conclusions and future works.

2 Related Work

2.1 Malicious Traffic Detection

In recent years, quite a few researches are aiming for detecting anomaly traffic and
web application attacks. Communication traffic contains lots of information that can
be used to mine anomaly behaviors. Lakhina et al. [58] perform a method that fuses
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information from flow measurements taken throughout a network. Wang et al. [59]
propose Anagram, a content anomaly detector that models a mixture of high-order n-
grams designed to detect anomalous and “suspicious” network packet payloads. To select
the important features from huge feature spaces, Zseby et al. [60] propose a multi-stage
feature selection method using filters and stepwise regression wrappers to deal with
feature selection problem for anomaly detection. The methods mentioned above care
less about the structural features of communication payloads which are important for
distinguishing anomaly attacking behaviors and mining anomaly patterns. In this paper,
we put forward a structure extraction approach, which can help enhance the ability to
detect anomaly traffic. The structure feature also makes an important role in pattern
mining.

Existing approaches for anomalous HTTP traffic detection can be roughly divided
into two categories according to data type: feature distribution-based methods [11, 12]
and content-based methods [13]. Content-based methods can get rid of the dependency
of artificial feature extraction and is suitable for different application scenarios. Nelms
T et al. [14] use HTTP headers to generate control protocol templates including URL
path, user-agent, parameter names, etc. Because Uniform Resource Locator (URL) is
rich in information and often used by attackers to pass abnormal information, identifying
malicious URLs is a hot studied problem in the security detection [8, 15, 16]. In this
paper, we use both URL and POST body (if the HTTP method is POST) to detect web
attacks. We do not use other parameters in the HTTP header because these fields (like
Date, Host, and User-agent, etc.) have different value types and less valid information.

Various methods have been used for detection. Juvonen and Sipola [18] propose a
framework to find abnormal behaviors from HTTP server logs based on dimensional-
ity reduction. Researchers compare random projection, principal component analysis,
and diffusion map for anomaly detection. Ringberg et al. [19] propose a nonparamet-
ric hidden Markov model with explicit state duration, which is applied to cluster and
scout the HTTP-session processes. This approach analyses the HTTP traffic by session
scale, not the specific traffic entries. Additionally, there are also many kinds of research
based on traditional methods such as IDS (intrusion detection system and other rule-
based systems) [3, 20–22]. Since malicious traffic detection is essentially an imbalanced
classification problem, many studies propose anomaly-based detection approaches that
generate models merely from the benign network data [17]. However, in practical appli-
cations, the anomaly-based detection model usually has a high false-positive rate. This
problem undoubtedly increases the workload of manual verification.

With the rapid development of artificial intelligence, deep learning has been widely
used in various fields and has a remarkable effect on natural language processing.
Recently, deep learning has been applied to anomaly detection [8, 23–25]. Erfani et al.
[25] present a hybrid model where an unsupervised DBN is trained to extract generic
underlying features, and a one-class SVM is trained from the features learned by the
DBN. LSTM model is used for anomaly detection and diagnosis from System Logs
[24]. In this article, we use deep learning methods to build detection models to enhance
detection capabilities.
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2.2 Pattern Mining Method

In addition to detecting malicious traffic and attack behaviors, some researches focus on
patternmining of cluster traffic.Most existingmethods for traffic pattern recognition and
mining are based on clustering algorithms [26, 27]. Le et al. [27] propose a framework
for collective anomaly detection using a partition clustering technique to detect anoma-
lies based on an empirical analysis of an attack’s characteristics. Since the information
theoretic co-clustering algorithm is advantageous over regular clustering for creating
a more fine-grained representation of the data, Mohiuddin Ahmed et al. [28] extend
the co-clustering algorithm by incorporating the ability to handle categorical attributes
which augments the detection accuracy of DoS attacks. In addition to the clustering
algorithm, JT Ren [29] conducts research on network-level traffic pattern recognition
and uses PCA and SVM for feature extraction and classification. I. Paredes-Oliva et al.
[30] build a system based on an elegant combination of frequent item-set mining with
decision tree learning to detect anomalies.

The signature generation has been researched for years and has been applied to
protocol identification and malware detection. FIRMA [31] is a tool that can cluster
network traffic clusters obtained by executing unlabeled malware binaries and generate
a signature for each cluster. Terry Nelms et al. [32] propose ExecScent, a system that
can discover new C&C domains by building adaptive templates. It generates a control
protocol template (CPT) for each cluster and calculates the matching score to find sim-
ilar malware. These tools have proven to automatically generate valid signatures, but
the process still needs to define the composition of the initial signature or template in
advance. As far as we know, signature generation is rarely used in web attack detection.
The study of pattern mining for malicious traffic is not yet mature.

In recent years, the attention-based neural network model has become a research
hotspot in deep learning, which is widely used in image processing [33], speech recog-
nition [34], and healthcare [35]. Attention mechanism has also proved to be extremely
effective. Luong et al. [36] first design two novel types of attention-based models for
machine translation. Since the attention mechanism can automatically extract important
features from raw data, it has been applied to relation Classification [37] and abstract
extraction [38]. To the best of our knowledge, as for HTTP traffic detection and pattern
mining, proposed models rarely combine sequence models with attention mechanism.
Hence, in this paper, we build a model based on attention mechanism, which can get rid
of the dependency of artificial extraction features and do well in pattern mining.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 DeepHTTP Architecture and Overview

The “Rule Engine”mentioned in this paper is an engine that consists of many rules. Each
rule is essentially a regular expression used tomatchmaliciousHTTP traffic thatmatches
a certain pattern. Generally, the expansion of the rule base relies on expert knowledge.
It requires high labor costs. And the malicious traffic that the “Rule Engine” can detect
is limited. Therefore, we additionally introduce a deep learning model based on the
attention mechanism, which can identify malicious traffic entries that are not detected
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by the “Rule Engine”. Also, the pattern mining module can automatically extract the
string patterns in the traffic payload, which can greatly reduce the workload of rule
extraction.

In this paper, rules can be roughly divided into seven categories according to the type
of web application attack: File Inclusion (Local File Inclusion and Remote File Inclu-
sion), framework vulnerability (Struts2, CMS, etc.), SQL Injection (Union Select SQL
Injection, Error-based SQL Injection, Blind SQL Injection, etc.), Cross-Site Scripting
(DOM-based XSS, Reflected XSS, and Stored XSS), WebShell (Big Trojan, Small Tro-
jan andOneWordTrojan [39]), CommandExecution (CMD) and InformationDisclosure
(system file and configuration file).
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Fig. 1. DeepHTTP architecture.

DeepHTTP is a complete framework that can detect web application attacks quickly
and efficiently. In this section, we introduce three stages of DeepHTTP (see Fig. 1),
which are training stage, detection stage, and mining stage.

• Training stage. The core task of this phase is to train the model (AT-Bi-LSTM). It
includes data processing and model training. First, we put the labeled dataset into
the data processing module to obtain content and structure features of traffic payload.
After that, we divide the processed formatted data into training, test, and verification
sets and store in the database. To enhance the robustness of the model, we build
data sets containing positive and negative samples in different proportions and use
cross-validation to train the model.

• Detection stage. The pre-trained model and the “Rule Engine” are used for anomaly
traffic detection. After data processing, new HTTP entries are first entered into the
“Rule Engine” for detection. For the entries which are detected by the engine, we
labeled the data and update them directly into the database. Other traffic entries will
be entered into the pre-trained model for detection. Anomaly traffic entries detected
by AT-Bi-LSTM will be used in the mining stage.
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• Mining stage.Themainworks of this phase are verifying the anomalous traffic labeled
by themodel and thenminingmalicious patterns. Generally speaking, there are a large
number of traffic entries that the model identifies as malicious. To improve efficiency,
we first cluster and sample the data. Specifically, malicious traffic will be divided
into different clusters by clustering. In each cluster, we mine malicious patterns based
on attention mechanism and then generate new rules. Simultaneously, we sample a
small number of entries from each cluster and perform manual verification. Verified
malicious data will be updated regularly to the database and new rules will be updated
regularly to “Rule Engine”.

DeepHTTP is a complete closed-loop workflow. The detection model and “Rule
Engine” complement each other. The timing update and feedback mechanism can con-
tinuously improve the detection ability of the system, which is the main reason for the
practicability of the framework. Data processing, traffic detection model, and pattern
mining method are critical parts in DeepHTTP, which will describe in the later sections.

3.2 Data Preprocessing

Data Collection. The study spends nearly half a year to collect actual traffic. Nearly 1.5
millionmalicious HTTP traffic samples are accumulated through vulnerability scanning,
rule filtering, and manual verification. After sampling and deduplication, we eventually
collect 10, 645, 12 malicious samples.

• Rule-based collection method. Specifically, we collect network traffic from the uni-
versity network monitoring system and filter out HTTP traffic. To protect the privacy
of teachers and students, we remove sensitive content from the data. Then, we use the
“Rule Engine” mentioned in Sect. 3.1 to identify malicious traffic.

• Tools-based collection method. In order to enrich the type of malicious traffic, we
use kali [40], Paros [41], W3AF [42] to perform simulation attack and vulnerability
scanning. We collect relevant traffic as malicious traffic samples.

• Model-based collectionmethod.As described in Sect. 3.1, after manual verification,
malicious traffic entries detected by AT-Bi-LSTM are periodically updated to the data
set.

Data Cleaning. We parse HTTP traffic packets and extract Uniform Resource Locator
(URL) and POST body (if the request method is POST). Then, we mainly perform the
following data cleaning operations:

• URL decoding: Since URL data often been encoded, we perform URL decoding.
• Payload decoding: Many strings in traffic payload are encoded by different encoding
methods, likeMD5, SHA, and Base64, etc. For these strings, we identify the encoding
type and replace them with the predefined flag (see Table 1).

• We replace garbled characters and invisible characters with null characters.
• Since the binary stream data in the Post request body does not contain semantic
information, we replace this kind of data with the predefined flag (see Table 1).
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String Segmentation. Text vectorization is the key to text mining. Numerous studies
use n-grams [43] to extract the feature of payloads [44–46]. This method can effec-
tively capture the byte frequency distribution and sequence information, but it is easy
to cause dimension disaster. To prevent dimensional disaster, we split the string with
special characters. The special characters refer to characters other than English letters
and numbers, such as “@”, “!”, “#”, “%”, “ˆ”, “&”, “*”, “?”, etc. Here is an instance.
Suppose the decoded data is: “/tienda1/publico/vaciar.jsp<EOS> B2= Vaciar carrito;
DROP TABLE usuarios; SELECT * FROM datos WHERE nombre LIKE”. “<EOS>”
is the connection symbol. After string splitting, the data is denoted as: “/tienda1 /public
/vaciar. jsp <EOS> B2 = Vaciar carrito; DROP TABLE usuarios; SELECT * FROM
datos WHERE nombre LIKE”. Strings are connected by spaces. Another benefit of this
approach is that it makes the results of malicious pattern mining more understandable.
In this example, the malicious pattern we want to obtain from the data is {“SELECT”,
“FROM”, “WHERE”}. However, if we use n-grams (n = 3) or character-based method
[39], the result may be denoted as {“SEL”, “ELE”, …, “ERE”} or {“S”, "L”,…, “R”},
which is not intuitive.

Structure Feature Extraction. To better measure the similarity of URLs, Terry Nirm,
etc. [32] use a set of heuristics to detect strings that represent data of a certain type and
replaces them accordingly using a placeholder tag containing the data type and string
length. Inspired by this, the paper uses a similar way to extract structure features from
HTTP payload. The “structure feature”mentioned in this paper refers to string type other
than the meaning of the string itself. We replace string with predefined flags according
to their data type. The types of data we currently recognize include hash (MD5, SHA,
and Base64), hexadecimal, binary, Arabic numerals and English alphabet (upper, lower
and mixed case) .etc. The main replacement rules are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Characters replacement rules.

Encoding type Replacement string

MD5 hash ‘MD5_HASH’

SHA hash ‘SHA_HASH’

Base64 ‘BASE64_ENCODE’

Hexadecimal ‘HEXADECIMAL’

Encryption ‘ENCRYPTION’

Binary ‘BINARY’

/ mobile / notify ? verifytype = 4 & verifycontent = 68247 & tenantid = 3c5fee35600000218bf9c5d7b5d3524e
/ WWWWWW / WWWWWW ? WWWWWWWWWW = D & WWWWWWWWWWWWW = DDDDD & WWWWWWWW = MD5_HASH
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
/ mobile / notify ? templetype = 8 & articlecontent = 486975 & password = 8efe04d797dad53d5c43d21a0d320eab
/ WWWWWW / WWWWWW ? WWWWWWWWWW = D & WWWWWWWWWWWWWW = DDDDDD & WWWWWWWW = MD5_HASH

Fig. 2. An example of structure extraction.
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Here is an example of a structure feature extraction (see Fig. 2). Since the encoding
type of the string “3c5fee35600000218bf9c5d7b5d3524e” is MD5 (We use “ hashID”
[47] to identify the different types of hashes.), we replace it with “MD5_HASH”. For
those string not belong to any special type, we replace each character in the string with
the specified character. “D” for Arabic numeral and “W” for the English alphabet (not
case sensitive). Since the string “68247” consists of five Arabic numerals, we replace it
with five “D”. Obviously, by extracting structural features, we can easily find requests
with different content but almost the same in data type.

4 Our Approach

4.1 Anomaly HTTP Traffic Detection

The goal of the proposed algorithm is to identify anomaly HTTP traffic based on seman-
tics and structure of traffic entries. Figure 3 shows the high-level overview of the pro-
posed model. The model (AT-Bi-LSTM) contains five components: input layer, word
embedding layer, Bi-LSTM layer, attention layer and output layer.

Problem Definition. Let R = {R1,R2, . . . ,Ri, . . . ,RN} be the set of HTTP traffic
entries after data processing. For each traffic entry Ri(i = 1, 2, . . . ,N), there are two
sequencesS1i = {c11, c12, c13, . . . , c1n} andS2i = {c21, c22, c23, . . . , c2n}, which respec-
tively represent content sequence and structure sequence. Because structure sequence is
derived from content sequence, the length of both sequence is equal to n.

Fig. 3. Model architecture.
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Input Layer. In this paper, we use the content and structure sequence after word seg-
mentation as a corpus, and select words that are common in the corpus to build a vocab-
ulary according to term frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [48]. Then,
the unique index is generated for each word in the vocabulary. We convert the word
sequences (S1i andS

2
i ) to final input vectors (S

1′
i andS2′i ), which are composed of indexes.

The length of input vector is denoted as z, which is a hyper-parameter (the fixed length in
this paper is set to 300 because the proportion of sequence length within 300 is 0.8484).
The excess part of input sequence is truncated, and the insufficient part is filled with zero.
Formally, the sequence of content can be converted to S1′i = {w11,w12,w13, . . . ,w1z}
and the sequence of structure can be expressed as S2′i = {w21,w22,w23, . . . ,w2z}. Here
is an example. Given a sequence of content: {‘/’, ‘admin’, ‘/’, ‘caches’, ‘/’, ‘error_ches’,
‘.’, ‘php’ }. The input vector with fix length can be denoted as [23, 3, 23, 56, 23, 66, 0,
0, …, 0]. Since the index of ‘admin’ in vocabulary is 3, the second digit in the vector is
3. And since the length of this sequence is less than fixed length, the rest of the vector
is filled with zeros.

Embedding Layer. Take a content sequence of i-th traffic entry as an example. Given
S1′i = {w11,w12, . . . ,w1k, . . . ,w1z}, we can obtain vector representation v1k ∈ Rm of
each word w1k ∈ R1(k = 1, 2, . . . , z) as follows:

v1k = ReLU (Wew1k + be) (1)

where m is the size of embedding dimension, We ∈ Rm×1 is the weight matrix, and
be ∈ Rm is the bias vector. Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is the rectified linear unit
defined as ReLU(v) = max(v, 0), where max() applies element-wise to vector.

Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory. WeemployBidirectional LongShort-Term
Memory (Bi-LSTM), which can exploit information both from the past and the future to
improve the prediction performance and learn the complex patterns in HTTP requests
better. A Bi-LSTM consists of a forward and backward LSTM. Given embedding vector
{v11, v12, . . . , v1k, . . . , v1z}of content sequenceof i-th traffic entryRi, the forwardLSTM�f reads the input sequence from v11 to v1z, and calculates a sequence of forward hidden
states (�h11, �h12, . . . , �h1k, . . . , �h1z) (�h1k ∈ Rp) and p is the dimensionality of hidden

states). The backward LSTM
←
f reads the input sequence in the reverse order and product

a sequence of backward hidden states

(
←
h11,

←
h12, . . . ,

←
h1k, . . . ,

←
h1z

)
(
←
h1k ∈ Rp). The

final latent vector representation h1k =
[
�h1k;

←
h1k

]T(
h1k ∈ R2p) can be obtained by

concatenating the forward hidden state �h1k and the backward one
←
h1k. We deal with the

embedding vector of structure sequence in the same way.

Attention Layer. In this layer, we apply attention mechanism to capture significant
information, which is critical for prediction. General attention is used to capture the
relationship between ht and hi(1 ≤ i < t):

αti = hTt Wαhi (2)
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αt = softmax
([

αt1, αt2, . . . , αt(t−1)
])

(3)

whereWα ∈ R2p×2p is the matrix learned by model, αt is the attention weight vector
calculated by softmax function. Then, the context vector ct ∈ R2p can be calculated
based on the weights obtained from Eq. (3). The hidden states from h1 to ht−1 can be
calculated by the following formulas:

ct =
t−1∑
i

αtihi (4)

We combine current hidden state ht and context vector ct to generate the attentional
hidden state as follows:

h̃t = tanh(Wc[ct; ht]) (5)

whereWc ∈ Rr×4p is the weight matrix in attention layer, and r is the dimensionality
of attention state. h̃1 and h̃2 can be obtained using Eq. (2) to Eq. (5), which denote the
attention vector of content and structure sequence learned by the model.

Output Layer. Before feeding the attention vector into softmax function, the paper
apply dropout regularization randomly disables some portion of attention state to avoid
overfitting. It is worth noting that we concatenate vector of content and structure to
generate output vector for prediction. The classification probability is calculated as
follows:

p = softmax
(
ws

[
h∗
1; h∗

2

] + bs
)

(6)

where h∗
1 is the output of h̃1 after dropout strategy, h

∗
2 is the output of h̃2. ws ∈ Rq×r

and bs ∈ Rq are the parameters to be learned.

y
∧ = argmax(p) (7)

where y
∧

is the label predicted by the attention model.

Objective Function. The paper calculate the loss for all HTTP traffic entries using the
cross-entropy between the ground truth yi ∈ (0, 1) and the predicted pi(i = 1, 2, . . . ,N ):

L = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

yi log(pi1) + (1 − yi)log(1 − pi1) (8)

where N is the number of traffic entries, pi1 denotes the probability that the i-th
sample is predicted to be malicious.

We train the model to minimize the objective function so that the model automati-
cally learns the appropriate parameters. The model can automatically learn the feature
expression of input data without manual feature extraction. In addition to outputting the
judgment results, the model will also output attention weights which will be used as
important inputs for the pattern mining part. The introduction of attention mechanism
makes this model more explanatory than other deep learning models.
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4.2 Mining Stage

The function of this module is to interpret the results of the model and extract the string
pattern. For malicious traffic that is not detected by the rules engine but is discriminated
by themodel,we performpatternmining and verification. Figure 4 shows the architecture
of the mining stage.

Fig. 4. The architecture of mining stage.

Clustering. We cluster traffic entries that were flagged as malicious by AT-Bi-LSTM.
Specifically, we feed the attentional hidden state (obtained by Eq. (5) in Sect. 4.1) into
the clustering model. The clustering method we apply is DBSCAN [49], a density-based
clustering algorithm, which does not require prior declaring the number of clusters. After
clustering, we obtain several clusters. Traffic entries in each cluster are similar in content
or structure.

Tag Verification. In practical applications, there are massive suspicious HTTP requests
every day. There is no doubt that manual verification requires a lot of time and effort. In
this paper, we use clustering and sampling to reduce the workload. After clustering, we
sample some entries from each cluster for verification. If the predicted labels of these
samples are consistent with the ground-truth, then all the prediction results in this cluster
are considered correct.

Pattern Mining. This module can mine the string pattern of the payload of malicious
traffic. Experts generate new rules based on the results of pattern mining, which can
reduce the workload of manual extraction. As mentioned in Sect. 3.1, the attention
weight vector obtained in the attention layer can reflect the crucial parts of the payload.
Therefore, for each malicious traffic entry, we dig out the key parts according to the
corresponding attention weight vector. The greater the weight is, the more important the
word is.

Specifically, given a cluster with N traffic entries T = {t1, t2, . . . , tN}, we perform
pattern mining according to the following steps:
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• Get a keyword set according to attention weight. AT-Bi-LSTM can output the
attentionweight vector (obtained byEq. (3)). For each traffic entry ti(i = 1, 2, . . . ,N ),
we get n keywords Ki = {k1, k2, . . . , kn} according to its weight vector. The greater
the weight, the more important the word is. At last, we can obtain a set of keywords
K = {K1,K2, . . . ,KN} identified by the model.

• Extracting frequent patterns. The goal of this step is to unearth words that not
only frequently occur in this cluster but also recognized by the model as key parts.
We calculate the co-occurrence matrix of keywords in set K. If we discovery several
words in keywords set K to appear together frequently, then the combination of these
words can represent a malicious pattern. The malicious pattern can be used as an
effective basis for security personnel to extract new filtering rules.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Dataset

We use the method mentioned in Sect. 3.2 to build the HTTP traffic dataset. For the
collected data, we perform manual verification and tagging. Finally, the total number
of labeled data is 2,095,222, half of them are malicious traffic entries. The types and
quantities of tagged malicious samples are shown in Table 2. Moreover, we prepare five
million unmarked HTTP traffic for model testing.

Table 2. Distribution of malicious traffic entries.

Data type Number

Deserialization 6014

CMS 5836

File inclusion 46438

SQL injection 463776

Webshell 288050

XSS 127750

Sensitive data exposure 16656

Middleware vulnerability 47614

Struts2 vulnerability 42477

Botnet 19901

Total 1064512

5.2 Validation of Structural Feature Extraction Method

To verify the effectiveness of the structural feature extraction method, we compare the
convergence speed and detection ability of the model trained by different features.
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We record the loss and accuracy of each iteration of the model and draw the loss
curve and the accuracy curve (Fig. 5). To balance the memory usage and model training
efficiency, the best batch size is set to 200. As we observe from the figure, the model
trained based on content and structural features converge faster. In other words, after
fusing structural features, the learning rate has been enhanced, and it can reach the
convergence state faster.

(a) Accuracy curve (b) Loss curve

Fig. 5. Accuracy curve and loss curve.

Moreover, in unbalanced dataset, we compare the effects of models trained by dif-
ferent features. As shown in Table 3, the model trained based on content and structure
features performs better. The reason is that structural features increase the generalization
ability of the model.

Table 3. Performance of models trained by different features

Different features Precision Recall F1-score AUC

Content feature 0.9856 0.8765 0.9278 0.9382

Structure feature 0.9633 0.6643 0.7863 0.8320

Content and structure features 0.9560 0.9608 0.9584 0.9795

5.3 Model Comparison

We use 3-gram [43], TF-IDF [48], Doc2vec [50] and Character_level feature extrac-
tion method [8, 39] to obtain the feature vector of the payload. Then, we compared the
effects of models between classic machine learning methods and machine learning mod-
els, including Support Vector Machine(SVM) [51], Random Forest(RF) [52], eXtreme
Gradient Boosting(XGBoost) [53], Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [54], Recur-
rent neural networks (RNNs) [55, 56], Long short term memory (LSTM) [57] and the
proposed model AT-Bi-LSTM.
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Detection in Labeled Dataset. We sample 1.1 million traffic entries from labeled
dataset (as described in Sect. 3.2) to build a balanced dataset (550,000 for normal sam-
ples and 550,000 for malicious samples). To approximate the actual situation, we also
sample 1.1 million traffic entries from labeled dataset to build an unbalanced dataset
(1,000,000 for normal samples and 100,000 for malicious samples). Then the data set is
divided into training set, test set and verification set according to the ratio of 6:2:2. The
evaluation metrics consist of precision, recall, F1-score.

Table 4. Model performance in labeled dataset.

Dataset Classifier Precision Recall F-score

Balanced dataset 3-gram_TF-IDF_SVM 0.9607 0.9564 0.9585

3-gram_TF-IDF_RF 0.9518 0.9269 0.9378

3-gram_TF-IDF_XGBoost 0.9755 0.9683 0.9717

Doc2vec_SVM 0.9365 0.9201 0.9274

Doc2vec_ RF 0.9646 0.9444 0.9534

Doc2vec_XGBoost 0.9810 0.9753 0.9781

Doc2vec_CNN 0.9611 0.9467 0.9538

Doc2vec_LSTM 0.9765 0.9538 0.9650

Doc2vec_Bi-LSTM 0.9852 0.9791 0.9821

Character_Level_CNN 0.9556 0.9461 0.9508

Character_Level_LSTM 0.9895 0.9847 0.9870

Character_Level_Bi-LSTM 0.9954 0.9921 0.9937

AT-Bi-LSTM 0.9979 0.9963 0.9970

Unbalanced dataset 3-gram_TF-IDF_SVM 0.6573 0.5987 0.6266

3-gram_TF-IDF_RF 0.7036 0.6835 0.6934

3-gram_TF-IDF_XGBoost 0.7499 0.6937 0.7207

Doc2vec_SVM 0.7531 0.6111 0.6061

Doc2vec_ RF 0.8212 0.7484 0.7675

Doc2vec_XGBoost 0.8844 0.8570 0.8683

Doc2vec_CNN 0.8823 0.7851 0.8308

Doc2vec_LSTM 0.8921 0.8235 0.8564

Doc2vec_Bi-LSTM 0.9011 0.8221 0.8597

Character_Level_CNN 0.9365 0.9342 0.9353

Character_Level_LSTM 0.9485 0.9456 0.9470

Character_Level_Bi-LSTM 0.9545 0.9574 0.9559

AT-Bi-LSTM 0.9661 0.9609 0.9635
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We can conclude the following conclusions according to Table 4. First, in the
balanced dataset, Doc2vec_XGBoost, Character_Level_Bi-LSTM, and AT-Bi-LSTM
perform well. However, in the imbalanced dataset, the detection capabilities of
Doc2vec_XGBoost is not as good as deep learning models. Second, although the
character-level deep learning models are comparable to AT-Bi-LSTM, the model pro-
posed in this article is superior in interpretability. Finally, AT-Bi-LSTM is superior to
all baseline models in almost all metrics. In unbalanced data sets, the superiority of the
proposed model is even more pronounced.

At the same time, we record the training time of each model (see Fig. 6). Doc2vec-
based deep learning models take more time because using Doc2vec to obtain sentence
vectors requires additional training time. Because CNN has faster training speed, the
training time of Character_Level_CNN is the least. The training time of AT-Bi-LSTM
is at the middle level. It is acceptable in practical application.

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500

3-gram_TF-IDF_SVM
3-gram_TF-IDF_Random Forest
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Fig. 6. Training time of models.

Detection in Unlabeled Dataset. We conduct comparative experiments using five mil-
lion unlabeled traffic entries. Rules in “Rule Engine” are derived from expert knowl-
edge so that we use the rules engine to verify the validity of the detection model. The
explanation of the assessment indicators is as follows:

N_M. The number of malicious entries detected by the model.
N_RE. The number of malicious entries detected by the “Rule Engine”.
N_M ∩ RE. The number of malicious entries detected by both the model and the

“Rule Engine”.
M-RE. A collection of malicious entries detected by the model but not detected by

the “Rule Engine”.
N_TP. The number of true positive samples in the M-RE.
N_FP. The number of false positive samples in the M-RE.
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N_TP and N_FP are depend on manual verification.
Rule_Coverage_Rate (RCR) = N_M ∩ RE/N_RE. It represents the coverage of the

model towards the “Rule Engine”.
False_Rate (FR) = N_FP /N_M. It means the false rate of the model.
New_Rate (NR) = N_TP/N_M. It represents the ability of the model to identify

malicious traffic outside the scope of the “Rule Engine”.
We adopt the “Rule Engine” to extract malicious entries across the overall unlabeled

traffic set. The amount ofmalicious traffic entries detected by “Rule Engine” (NMT_RE)
equals to 217100. The result of model evaluation in the unlabeled dataset is shown in
Table 5. According to the value of RCR, Doc2vec_Bi-LSTM, Character_level_CNN and
AT-Bi-LSTM can basically cover the detection results of the “Rule Engine”. However,
Doc2vec_Bi-LSTM and Character_level_CNN have a higher false rate. Overall, AT-Bi-
LSTM is superior to other models.

Table 5. Model results in the unlabeled dataset.

Model N_M N_RE N_M ∩ RE N_TP N_FP RCR FR NR

3-gram_TF-IDF_SVM 231246 217100 98965 38957 93324 0.4558 0.4036 0.1685

3-gram_TF-IDF_RF 234796 217100 102578 39875 92343 0.4725 0.3933 0.1698

3-gram_TF-IDF_XGBoost 265478 217100 119867 48057 97554 0.5521 0.3675 0.1810

Doc2vec_SVM 250164 217100 117687 47895 84582 0.5421 0.3381 0.1915

Doc2vec_ RF 302546 217100 116598 48965 136983 0.5371 0.4528 0.1618

Doc2vec_XGBoost 348951 217100 124263 53248 171440 0.5724 0.4913 0.1526

Doc2vec_CNN 458964 217100 169542 91458 197964 0.7809 0.4313 0.1993

Doc2vec_LSTM 486525 217100 189981 90259 206285 0.8751 0.4240 0.1855

Doc2vec_Bi-LSTM 589647 217100 200143 99653 289851 0.9219 0.4916 0.1690

Character_level_CNN 653287 217100 198756 180145 274386 0.9155 0.4200 0.2758

Character_level_LSTM 325648 217100 165478 55641 104529 0.7622 0.3210 0.1709

Character_level_Bi-LSTM 295876 217100 187569 31542 76765 0.8640 0.2594 0.1066

AT-Bi-LSTM 428270 217100 206809 110974 110487 0.9526 0.2580 0.2591

5.4 Malicious Pattern Mining

As mentioned before, one of the highlights of AT-Bi-LSTM is that it can automatically
identify the malicious part of each traffic request according to attention weight vector.
This is also the difference between this model and the traditional fingerprint extraction
methods [14, 31]. As described in Sect. 4.2, we first cluster themalicious entries detected
by AT-Bi-LSTM but not detected by the “Rule Engine”, then we perform pattern mining
for each cluster.

Given a cluster that consists of several traffic of cross-site scripting attack (see Fig. 7).
We can get keywords for each entry according to its attention weight vector.
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/cgi-bin/wa.exe?SHOWTPL=<script>alert(/openvas-xss-test/)</script>
/webContent/fck/wlkt.htm?xss_test"'></textarea></script><script>prompt(42873);</script>
adminDirHand="/></script><script>alert(1);</script>
itemid=1527"'></textarea></script><scr<script>ipt>alert(2014)</scr<script>ipt>
/survey/list.jsp?s_id=f65b</textarea></script><a href=//eye.hihop.cn/>webscan</a>

Fig. 7. Traffic samples of cross-site scripting attack.

For instance, the first traffic entry in Fig. 7 is “/cgi-bin/wa.exe?<EOS>

SHOWTPL=<script> alert(/openvas-xss-test/)</script>” . The visualization of its
attention vector is shown in Fig. 8. The color depth corresponds to the attention weight
αt (Eq. 3). The darker the color, the greater the weight value. Obviously, top 10 keywords
for this entry are {‘.’, ‘exe’, ‘<’, ‘script’, ‘>’, ‘alert’, ‘)’, ‘/’,‘openvas’,‘xss’}. Based on
this string pattern, we can generate a rule that identifies such malicious traffic.

Fig. 8. Visualization of attention.

Fig. 9. Visualization of pattern mining.
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To further illustrate the performance of the proposed model in malicious pattern
mining, we visualize the pattern mining results of this cluster (see Fig. 9). The darker
the color of the square is, the more times the words appear together. Hence, the pattern
of these traffic can be denoted as {“<”, “/”, “ script “, “>”, “textarea”, “prompt”,
“javascript”, “alert”, “iframe”, “src”, “href”}.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents DeepHTTP, a general-purpose framework for HTTP traffic anomaly
detection and pattern mining based on deep neural networks. We build AT-Bi-LSTM,
a deep neural networks model utilizing Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-
LSTM), which can enable effective anomaly diagnosis. Besides, we design a novel
method that can extract the structural characteristics of HTTP traffic. DeepHTTP learns
content feature and structure feature of traffic automatically and unearths critical section
of input data. It performs detection at the single traffic level and then performs pattern
mining at the cluster level. The intermediate output including attention hidden state and
the attentionalweight vector can be applied to clustering andpatternmining, respectively.
Meanwhile, by incorporating user feedback, DeepHTTP supports database updates and
model iteration. Experiments on a large number of HTTP traffic entries have clearly
demonstrated the superior effectiveness ofDeepHTTP comparedwith previousmethods.

Future works include but are not limited to incorporating other types of deep neural
networks into DeepHTTP to test their efficiency. Besides, improving the ability of the
model to detect unknown malicious traffic is something we need to further study in the
future. With the increasing popularity of encrypted traffic, the detection of encrypted
traffic attacks is also our future research direction.
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